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Notice of
Semi-Annual Meeting
Date: August 20, 2005
Time: 2:00 PM
Place: Heritage Bldg.

MARM Fest Site
The agenda will include approval of the minutes of the
annual general meeting, business arising, a treasurer’s
report, a report from our auditor, a membership report, and
a technical report. These reports will be followed by new
business.

Important Dates:
MRS:

Thursday at 9:00 pm MRS Semi-Weekly Net
Sunday at 1:00 pm - MRS Semi-Weekly Net

WARC:
WSC: 2nd. Thursday of each month - Breakfast
Other: July 29-31 - Camp 807
Aug 19-20 - 10th. MARMFEST - Austin, MB
Nets: Daily 01:00 UTC
MB Evening Phone net 3760 KHz
Daily 01:30 UTC
Prairie traffic Net (CW) 3660 KHz
Daily 02:30 UTC
Aurora #2 net 7055 KHz
Daily 14:30 UTC
MB Wx Net 3743 KHz
Weekdays 9:00 Seniors morning net 147.390 MHz +
Wed. 02:00 UTC
MB IRLP Net 147.27 MHz +
Wed. 9:00 pm
Six Meter net 50.238 MHz USB
Thursday 9:00pm
MRS Net 147.390 MHz +
Sunday 9:00pm
MRS Net 147.390 MHz +

President’s Report
by Ed, VE4EAR
Greetings everyone and welcome to our summer edition
of the MRS newsletter. Please take a few moments to sit
back and catch up on the projects the MRS has underway
and some of the plans for the coming months.
Our technical group has been busy as usual. The IRLP
project has encountered a few roadblocks and has been
delay a bit. Expansion plans for our network through
Southwestern Manitoba are taking shape. Check out Gord’s
technical report for all the details.
The club continues to be in a solid financial position.
This should allow us to continue our maintenance and
expansion projects as discussed at the AGM. See Paula’s
financial report for more details.
With summer well underway, I hope you will make time
for a little “R & R”. (Relaxation and Radio time). While
making plans on how to spend the rest of your summer,
please try and include the MRS Semi-Annual General
Meeting, scheduled once again for the MARM Fest. This
event will be held on August 19 – 20 at the Manitoba
Agricultural Museum in Austin.
The actual MRS
semi-annual general meeting will take place on August 20th
at 14:00 hours (2:00 pm) in the Heritage Building. This
meeting is your opportunity to review what has been going
on and what the plans are for the rest of the year. It’s also an
excellent opportunity to bring forward new ideas and let us
hear your feelings.
It is with great sadness that we acknowledge the
passing of Tom Blair, VE4MJ. As the provincial frequency
coordinator, Tom was very active behind the scenes with
MRS and all other repeater groups in Manitoba. Tom acted
in this role for many years and his services and dedication to
the hobby will be greatly missed.
In trying to fill the hole left behind by Tom Blair, the
MRS with the support of RAC is proposing the formation of
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M.R.S. Current Fee Schedule
Current & Renewal Members
$25.00 per calendar year
New members only - Pro-rated quarterly
January to December $25.00
April - December
$18.75
July to December
$12.50
October to December $ 6.25
- First time members are no longer required to pay a one
time only initiation fee of $10.00 on top of the regular fee.
Their membership fee is pro-rated for the first year only.
- Family membership is for each additional members
residing at the same residence as the initial member.
$10.00 each
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a Manitoba frequency coordination committee. Please see
the article in this newsletter for more details.
In the interest of enjoying the rest of the summer, let’s
hope that the rains will stop, the winds will drop and the
mosquitoes will leave us. I hope to see you all in Austin and
the enjoy the summer!

Treasurers Report
By Paula, VE4MHZ
The financial position of the Manitoba
Repeater Society Inc. as of June 30,
2005 is as follows:
Over
Actual
Budget
Starting Balance
$5460.72
Deposits:
Memberships
$1955.00
Outstanding
$ 68.75
Total Deposits
$2023.75
Cash Available
$7484.47

(Under)

Industry Canada Amateur Centre
Voice 1-888-780-3333 (toll-free)
Fax:
1-613-991-5575
E-mail: spectrum.amateur@ic.gc.ca
Web: http://strategis.ic.gc.ca/spectrum

The Repeater Advertising Rates:
All advertising is black & white and must be submitted
in electronic format.
full page $75.00
½ page $40.00
¼ page $20.00
bus.card $10.00
For more information or to place an ad please contact any
executive member.

Comments or if you just want to reach us :

Newscaster Editor
Manitoba Repeater Society
C/O VE4WSC
598 St. Mary’s Road
Winnipeg, MB R2M 3L5
http://www.ve4.net/mrs/

Withdrawals:
Equipment Maint
Replacement Equip
Newsletter
Insurance
MTS (phone patch)
Licenses and Fees
Misc
Total Withdrawals
Actual end balance
Self Insurance
Left for expenditures

$ 85.74
$1335.00
$ 290.27
$ 0.00
$ 266.34
$ 0.00
$ 120.53
$ 2097.88
$5386.59
$1000.00
$4386.59

$1000.00
$4000.00
$ 400.00
$ 600.00
$ 600.00
$ 50.00
$ 200.00
$6850.00

($ 914.26)
($2665.00)
($ 109.73)
($ 600.00)
($ 333.66)
($ 50.00)
($ 79.47)
($4752.12)

($4752.12)

M.R.S. Current Executive
President
Ed Richardson
V/President Wayne Ludman

VE4EAR
VE4WKL

254-8425
224 -1449

Secretary
Treasurer
Membership
Technical
Directors

VE4HK
VE4MHZ
VE4EN
VE4GLS
VE4ACX
VE4VB
VA4AA
VE4EIH
VE4HAY

256-3143
667-7818
669-1355
746-2743
453-3786
284-3054
489-6518
885-4084
257-1420

Past Pres.

Dick Maguire
Paula Ehn
Roy Maguire
Gord Snarr
Yori Tsuji
Walter Bezpalko
Allen Homenick
Ed Horton
Derek Hay
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Membership Report
By Roy, VE4EN
MRS has been able to have a continuous paid
membership of approximately 150 for the past few years.
THIS YEAR 2005 is no exception, we have 151 paid
members, 17 LIFE, 4 Special, 10 Clubs, and approx. 30
members paid for 2004 not yet paid up for 2005. We also
have encouraged new amateurs to apply for free membership
for the first year, and have about 10 at this point. All
members are also encouraged to give us an email address, in
order to have their newsletter sent to them as email, rather
than the expense of snail mail. Thank you for your support.

Tom Blair VE4MJ/VE4TOM
SK
Submitted by Dick, VE4HK
Tom
Blair
VE4MJ/VE4TOM
passed away on June 10, after a short illness. He was well
known to the old time hams in Manitoba. He was a private
person, with an offbeat sense of humor.
Tom was on the executive of the Winnipeg Repeater
Society in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s. (The predecessor
of the Manitoba Repeater Society). Tom serviced VE4WPG
and VE4MAN, including working at the 800 foot level of the
CBC Starbuck tower. Back then, VE4MAN was 800 ft up the
tower He also repaired MRS and other repeater group
equipment in the Prairie Mobile Communications workshop.
He was also trustee for VE4RAG repeater at Elie MB. Tom
was instrumental in bringing VE4GIM repeater into the MRS
fold.

In addition to his other duties, VE4TOM was the
Manitoba Frequency Coordinator for many years. He did an
outstanding job of allocating repeater pairs for clubs and
individual owners in this province. This was a behind the
scenes job, but a crucial function. Tom had to work closely
with frequency coordinators in Saskatchewan, North
Dakota, Minnesota, and Ontario to ensure there was no
interference between different repeaters. I cannot remember
hearing of any squabbles or problems with any of his
allocations.
Tom taught chemistry at Joseph Wolinsky, the High
School of the Gray Academy for 30 years. He was
acknowledged as an outstanding instructor. He tutored
students after their graduation. He was deeply respected by
students and staff alike.
Gray Academy is planning a scholarship in Tom’s name
for highest academic achievement in Chemistry for a grade
12 graduate each year. I feel it would be very fitting for
amateurs to contribute to this scholarship. I personally plan
to make a donation.
Contact Peggy Rybachuk at the B.J.E. off ice of the Gray
Academy at 477-7425 for further information.
When phoning, please mention that you are from the
Amateur Radio Community. Make cheques payable to the
Gray Academy. You will be receiving a statement for tax
purposes. Mrs. Cicely Blair, Tom's mother, has requested
that all names contributing to the scholarship be listed on
one sheet, in lieu of her receiving individual cards.
Gray Academy of Jewish Education
A202-123 Doncaster Ave.
Winnipeg, MB R3N 2B4

MARMfest 11th Annual
August 19 & 20th, 2005
Friday Evening Campfire & Sing-a-long
Saturday
Manitoba Repeater Society Meeting - 2:00 PM
Ladies Activities - Crafts, Bingo
Saturday Night Dance & Party

Sunday
MARM - Annual General Meeting- 2:00 PM
Prizes to be won
125 registered last year
APRS - 144.390
Talk in 146.910 -
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Technical Committee
Submitted by Gord, VE4GLS
A rather busy summer this year
with lots of weather extremes to test our
repeater system, especially heat, rain
and wind. Luckily there has been no major damage and the
system hasn't had any weather related failures so far.
Between Canwarn activations, hamfests, field day, and
that 4-letter word (work) we have fallen somewhat behind in
our schedule. We've made several trips to the U of M to
work on the WRS IRLP system and get it running over the
last couple of months. First we couldn't get the soundcard
working, then an audio loop problem, and lastly another
audio cable problem that was fixed by simply switching
input/output cabling. Thanks to the UMARS club and their
room for the functional workspace and internet connection
we used to set up the system.
VE4WRS Status:
Dale VE4DRC, Paula VE4MHZ, Yori VE4ACX, and
myself met at UMARS last Sunday (July 17th) afternoon to
work on the IRLP system. We were finally able to get the
computer working with the new transceiver so the IRLP part
is ready to go. The telephone patch still has to be set up
before the final install; we are looking at mid September for
an install date, maybe sooner as time allows.
VE4CDN link status:
The Morris repeater is working fine, but the link
hasn't been available since last winter. We have a new link
radio to install at Starbuck ready to go, and Yori has the
Morris link radio to set up for full duplex. The upgrades will
allow further linking from Morris to Winkler and Karlstad.
This operation should be completed in late September or
sometime in October. The links to Winkler and Karlstad are
planned for next spring.
Link to Brandon:
Some progress with planning stages; we may be
utilizing another site for linking to Brandon. Brandon
Amateur Radio Club is working on the VE4TED repeater and
should have it up and running well before we have
equipment ready to go for the link. The original plan was to
use a path through Portage, Austin, and Minnedosa to get
to Brandon. The site we are looking at belongs to Prairie
Mobile and may allow us to bypass a couple of linking sites.
If this site works out we might have the link working this fall
before the snow flies.
VE4MAN upgrades:
We have purchased a new Comprod antenna for
the Starbuck repeater to replace the 20+ year old antenna
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that was installed many years ago. Until this antenna is
replaced in the fall reception problems will continue. We
have to wait for CBC qualified tower riggers to install the
antenna and remove the old one, so we are on their service
schedule list for the next service operation on the tower.
Selkirk link:
The link to VE4MBR was disabled due to noise
problems a while ago. The noise is showing up at the link
receiver at Milner Ridge. To fix the problem we will be
adding a tone squelch on the link at MIL, and Bill VE4UB is
planning on installing a tone generator at the Selkirk end.
Noise at Gimli:
There is an intermittent noise/interference getting
into the VHF receiver at VE4GIM again. This noise is
intermittent but very loud when it does occour. We will have
to re-check the antenna that was causing noise a year ago
and re-visit installing a tone squelch on this site if the
antenna isn't the problem.
Falcon Lake link upgrades:
The Kenora Amateur Radio Group is working on
upgrading the links between Kenora and Falcon Lake, and
Falcon Lake and Milner Ridge. The upgrades involve new
higher-powered equipment to improve the link paths. I
expect the upgrades to occour within the next month. Check
their web site for details.
Repeater listing/Status:
VE4WPG - 147.39+ MHz, Winnipeg,Richardson Bldg.
-Working well, has to be re-set in early July (power
outage?)
VE4VJ - 443.500+ MHz, Winnipeg (VE4WPG site)
-Working normally, wide area coverage
VE4WRS - 145.45- MHz, Winnipeg (VE4WPG site)
-Original equipment until replaced, soon. Phone patch
may be out for a few days during install process.
VE4MAN - 146.61- MHz, Starbuck
-Antenna replacement planned for this fall (see above).
Upgrade should improve reception
-L3 Motorola Micor to be replaced with GE ExecII for
link to Morris soon
VE4CDN - 145.27- MHz, 127.3Hz tone squelch,
Morris.
-Tone generator failed, still requires tone to access.
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-Link unavailable, should be back in fall when L3 radio
replaced at Starbuck
-Links planned to Winkler and Karlstad MN (Superlink)
VE4MIL - 145.21- MHz, Milner Ridge
-Working well
-Will be adding tone squelch on L3 for MBR link.
VE4GIM - 146.85- MHz, Gimli
-Working well, intermittent noise source

VE4NEP - 147.21+ MHz, Minnedosa
-Working well
-No link at this time
-Good coverage between Gladstone and west of
Minnedosa on highway #16
Pintreee Linter-tie via VE4FAL - 146.64- MHz,
Falcon Lake
-Working well with new VHF transceiver
-Links 1-2 service soon to improve link quality
Other notes:
-Station Ids:
Please remember to identify your station BEFORE
controlling a repeater; that is BEFORE pushing the DTMF
buttons. It is also preferred to ID and announce your
intentions on the repeater or system so listeners know what
is happening before you send control codes. Some repeaters
do not have DTMF muting so tones can be rather annoying
to listeners on those systems, it helps when they know who
and why.
The legal requirement in Canada is to ID once at the
beginning of your conversation and once at the end, with no
longer than 30 minutes between IDs. Amateurs often
identify themselves more often during an extended
conversation on the repeater(s). This is preferred by many,
but not required.
Remember you must use “Portable” or “Mobile”
designations when operating in the USA, and FCC requires
IDs every 15 minutes during a conversation. You can also
use the US call area suffix for the area you are visiting:
VE4GLS-Mobile-WØ.
Thank you’s:
J Dale VE4DRC, for many hours working on the
WARC/MRS IRLP Project!
J Murray VE4RE, for his help with supplying equipment
and repeater sites,
J Yori VE4ACX, for all his work on the MRS systems,
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J
J

Walter VE4VB, for sourcing equipment, repairs, crystals,
etc we need for maintenance and upgrades,
All the members who support the MRS with
membership, and those who volunteer to help for
various projects, without you the MRS wouldn’t exist!

Minutes of Annual General Meeting
April 21, 2005 - Winnipeg MB
Meeting held at Winnipeg Seniors Radio Club
boardroom. Meeting began 7:05 p.m. Ed Richardson
VE4EAR presiding. 34 members in attendanc. VE4EAR
welcomed all members in attendance,
Each member
introduced him or herself
Minutes
August semi annual general meeting approved as
printed in Spring Newsletter - Moved Paula Ehn VE4MHZ,
Seconded Tedd Vidler VE4VID - CARRIED No business
arising from minutes
Treasurer’s Report
Presented by VE4MHZ. See attached copies. Kent
Haase VE4KEH questioned separate lines for Insurance and
Self Insurance. VE4MHZ explained that MRS has an
insurance policy for liability. We also have set aside $500.00
annually to cover self insurance on our equipment. The fund
will top out at $3000.00, which will be enough to take care of
a catastrophic failure at one of our sites. Glen Napady
VE4GWN asked if the executive had considered AXA
insurance policy offered by RAC. Derek Hay VE4HAY
responded that he has contacted RAC with MRS
membership. Derek told RAC to advise us of which members
of MRS are also members of RAC. Once this has been done,
the executive will decide whether to change our insurance to
AXA A discussion followed Move acceptance of Financial
Report
Moved VE4MHZ, Seconded Rick VE4RA CARRIED
Move acceptance of proposed 2005/06 budget - Moved
VE4MHZ, SecondedEd Evanko VE4EDE - CARRIED
VE4SE questioned cost of $600.00 annually for phone
patch. VE4MHZ replied that the phone patch is on a
business phone line. We are not eligible for a residential line.
Richard Sheridan VE4ESX questioned the insurance/self
insurance lines on the budget.
VE4MHZ explained.
VE4KEH questioned the amount of money projected to be
spent in this budget. VE4MHZ explained that the executive
has big plans this year. The amount budgeted to be spent
each year will drop as balance in our account is reduced
Membership Report
Presented by Roy Maguire VE4EN. MRS typically has
140-155 members per year. Year to date 132. VE4EDE asked
how the executive intends to increase membership. VE4EAR
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responded that the executive contacts local amateur radio
classes, offers prorated fees to new members, and first year
membership free to graduates of amateur radio classes. Bert
Andrews VE4AND asked how these measures were working.
VE4EN replied that last year 6 or 8 graduates became
members, this year, 4 became members, some amateurs paid
prorated amount. VE4EN sends e-mails to past members to
remind them to renew. VE4EN advised that the executive
prefers that members use e-mail to receive their newsletters.
Saves a great deal of money annually. About 50 members
currently using snail mail. Bob Poole VE4MAQ stated that
he was not receiving his newsletter, by snail mail or via
e-mail. VE4EN and VE4HAY will look into that and fix.
VE4ESX asked VE4HAY how many members of MRS are
also members of RAC. VE4EAR advised that the executive
is working on that, and will advise when we know answer.
Move acceptance by VE4EN, Seconded VE4EDE - CARRIED
Technical Report
Presented by Gord Snarr VE4GLS
-Noise problem at Gimli was repaired. The Technical
Committee discovered a loose joint on one element of the
VHF folded dipole antenna. A sheet metal screw secured the
element
-Technical Committee installed a MSR2000 repeater at
VE4EMB in Morris, along with a high power duplexer. Due
to noise problem, a tone squelch on 127.3 was added to the
receiver. This helped
-The Technical Committee replaced the VHF repeater at
Falcon Lake, VE4FAL, with a surplus MRS repeater in
February. This was on behalf of the Pinetree group
-Let VE4GLS know about noise problems on the system
Expansion plans
-The executive wishes to renew connection with
Brandon. There are lots of radios, controllers, and antennas
available. Plan is to connect from VE4MAN to VE4PLP in
Portage, to VE4MTR in Austin to VE4NEP in Minnedosa to
VE4TED in Brandon. This plan is subject to change, should
we find better sites.
-We may need new controller for VE4CDN.
-We need to upgrade our Larsen UHF linking beam
antennas. They are 10-12 years old and becoming degraded.
We plan to replace them with commercial Sinclair or
Comprod beams
-The executive has a new 4 element VHF folded dipole
antenna on order from Comprod It will replace the antenna
currently at VE4MAN. The present antenna is quite old.
CBC tower riggers will install this antenna when they are on
the tower for routine maintenance
- VE4GLS reported that the VHF link between VE4EMB
and VE4FAL is noisy
-VE4GIM is now working great
-VE4MIL is working well
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-VE4NEP is presently a stand alone repeater and works
well
-VE4VJ works great with 50-60 km range
-VE4WPG is okay. There is some malicious interference.
Notify VE4GLS of time and date this occurs. Listen on input
if possible, and give VE4GLS signal strength, and direction,
along with any other pertinent information
- VE4WRS autopatch/IRLP link. Changing from simplex
autopatch to half duplex repeater. The Technical Committee
will be rearranging the Richardson Building site, this
weekend to make room for IRLP computer. Phone patch may
be down for a while.
- John Pura VE4QV, president of Winnipeg Amateur
Radio Club Inc. spoke to IRLP. Les Bester VA4LES has the
computer and modem for IRLP. Hardware installation coming
soon. Should be up and running fairly quickly. VE4EDE
requested a date. VE4QV replied that he did not know.
Norm Shultz VA4NRM requested the range of the IRLP
repeater. Answer from several members “Same as VE4WPG”
- Bill Simm VE4ALW asked about repeater linking to the
west. It would be cheaper to install a repeater at the
Bruxelles tower. VE4GLS replied not at this time. Other
Hydro sites in Western Manitoba are possible. Barry
Malowanchuk VE4MA, radio engineer for Manitoba Hydro
has been helpful. The executive is considering other sites.
- VE4GLS noted that the Technical Committee is adding
a MSR2000 repeater at the Richardson Building, on
VE4WRS. It will have more power, and better sensitivity.
Frequency will be 145.45 TX 144.85 TX. It will include an
A/B switch. When IRLP is activated, phone patch will be
disabled, and vice versa.
- VE4GLS mentioned E-mail bulletins to membership.
Being sent via VE4UB website. If members want to be
removed from bulletin list, read instructions on website.
- VE4GLS extended the thanks of the executive and
members of MRS to Murray Ronald VE4RE of Prairie Mobile
Communications for donating equipment to MRS. He also
thanked Yori Tsuji VE4ACX and VE4VB for their
outstanding technical work. Gord thanked all members of
MRS for their support.
- VE4DAR stated that VE4WPG repeater cuts out at
times. VE4GLS responded that the problem is in the
firmware. Probably cannot be resolved
- VE4GWN asked about the apprentice program to train
interested amateurs for the technical committee. VE4GLS
answered that there has not been much time for training so
far. Had one training session last year. The executive wishes
to continue. The new executive will discuss this issue
- VE4ESX asked about CBC tower issue. Is there a risk
in changing out the VHF antenna? VE4’s EN, GLS, HAY
replied that the installation is a local issue. The tower
situation is a National issue. VE4EN has 25 years experience
with CBC, and feels there should not be a problem.
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- VE4GLS discussed the plan to link the local Portage
repeater to the linked system. Frequency 147.165+. There is
no time frame for this link. VE4VRG in south central
Manitoba wishes to link to MRS system. MRS may link to
Superlink at Karlstad, MN. Karlstad link offers wide
coverage. VE4GLS announced that our priority is linking to
the west.
Move by VE4GLS, Seconded VE4NRM CARRIED
New Business
VE4EAR asked the membership to let the executive
know what are their interests. Where should the executive
invest our money? Local repeater coverage? Linking? New
technologies? IRLP? SSTV? Expansion? Other interests?
VE4NRM recommended that a questionnaire be included in
next newsletter. VE4EAR will include on our website
Yves Remillard VE4DY asked about the Federal
Government reducing amateur frequencies. VE4GLS stated
that he knows nothing of this. VE4EAR, who is a
Professional Engineer with the City of Winnipeg, advised
that there is nothing on the horizon. He provided and
explanation.
VE4HAY read out his motion, concerning amount of
notice required for meetings etc, as published in the
newsletter. Moved acceptance of motion in its whole by
VE4HAY, Seconded VA4AA - CARRIED
VE4ALW asked when linking project to the west would
begin. VE4GLS replied that linking would begin this year.
VE4ALW asked about coverage to Brandon for Canwarn.
VE4GLS answered the Technical Committee is working
toward that. Will probably be completed next year
VA4NRM asked a question about short term
investments. Could make some money. VE4MHZ replied
that the Executive will look into that after self insurance fund
becomes $3000.00
Elections
VE4EAR thanked the 2004-05 executive for their efforts
and time spent. He also thanked Al Homenick VA4AA, who
decided not to run for office this term. The 2004-05
executive resigned. VE4’s KQ, ESX, and KEH were
voluntold as scrutineers. Candidates VE4’s ACX, AEW,
EAR, EIH, EN, GLS, HK, HAZ, MHZ, QB, VB, WKL
The following amateurs were elected to the MRS
executive for 2004-05 - VE4’s ACX, EAR, EN, GLS, HK, HAZ,
MHZ, QB, VB, WKL. VE4HAY will continue as Past
President.
Move ballots be destroyed by VE4HAY,
Seconded VE4HAZ - CARRIED. Ballots were given to
VE4HK to be shredded
Statements by Other Organizations
VE4HAY announced the RAC Annual Convention to be
held during the Saskatoon Hamfest July 22 and 23. -There is
no news on the CW issue. A meeting is coming up between
CARAB and Industry Canada. The CW issue will be
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discussed during this meeting. VE4ALW asked about
Truecash customer loyalty cards mailed to RAC members
recently. VE4HAY stated that they were valid, and on the
up and up. They are of no use in Manitoba, since companies
listed on brochure do not honour the card in Manitoba. This
may change in the future. Phil Barton VE4QB asked about
RAC personal liability insurance through AXA. VE4HAY
noted that personal liability insurance is built in to RAC
membership. A member is covered if another person falls off
the member’s tower, or if a member’s tower falls over, and
damages a neighbour’s house, for example. A member is not
covered, if he falls off his own tower. This policy is
LIABILITY ONLY.
David Rosner VE4DAR spoke about Winnipeg Amateur
Radio Club Inc. training initiative. Will begin this fall with a
group of Air Cadets, ages 16-18. VE4MAQ asked if WARC
would accept outsiders. VE4DAR replied that outsiders
would be accepted if spaces were available
VE4ESX spoke on behalf of Jeff Dovyak VE4MBQ of
Winnipeg ARES. He reported on upcoming Canwarn Spotter
Training, May 7, in Portage la Prairie. See April WARC
Newscaster for details. VE4ESX also advised that he had a
sign up sheet for volunteers for the Manitoba Marathon
June 19. Interested amateurs can contact Rob Stegmeier
VE4RST to volunteer.
Adjourn VE4VID 8:50 p.m.

Camp 807
The 26th Annual Northwestern Ontario Hamfest
sponsored by the Rainy Lake Amateur Radio
Club.
RLARC will be the host for CAMP 807 2005, and they
would like to extend an invitation to all Amateur Radio
operators, their families, and other interested persons to
participate in this annual family event. It's shaping up to be
a great weekend! The Camp 807 committee hopes that you
can include our region's annual Ham Radio gathering in your
summer plans. CAMP 807 2005 will take place the weekend
of July 29th, 30th, and 31st at the Holiday Village Trailer
Park and Campground, 1101 Mill Road by the overpass in
East Fort Frances. There will be no RV camping at this site
(new owners of property, no town licence to use as an RV
campground) - but the activities will take place at this site.
Across the road is the park, with space for about 20 RV's, on
a first-come, first-served basis, and tenting area. There is
also a sandy beach for swimming. Additional details will be
posted as they become available. A final meeting before the
onset of Camp 807 will be held on July 4th (tentative date).
The VE3RLC repeater on 146.820 (-600) in Fort Frances
will be used as the talk-in frequency. Club members will be
monitoring the repeater in order to provide directions and
assistance to those traveling to the event. More info:
http://camp807.tripod.com/2005

The Manitoba Repeater Society
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Membership is open all clubs and individuals operating
repeaters
There is no membership fee
Each club could elect/appoint one MARCC member.
The MARCC would elect a Provincial Frequency Coordinator (PFC) from its members.
Manitoba Repeater Society
C/O Winnipeg Seniors Citizens Radio Club
598 St. Mary's Road
Winnipeg, MB R2M 3L5

The Frequency Coordinator would be responsible for coordinating the frequencies and liaise with SK, ON, ND, & MN
Frequency Coordinators.

July 25, 2005

All recommendations of the PFC would be sent to the chair
of the MARCC distribution for voting on by members.
Voting, notices etc would all be done via email.

Manitoba Repeater Organizations or owners
Dear Sir or Madam:
As a representative of the Manitoba Repeater Society, I am
writing to each of you in the hopes of addressing an interest
that we all have in common. As many of you have no doubt
heard, our former Manitoba frequency coordinator Tom
Blair, VE4MJ, sadly joined the ranks of the silent keys on
June 10, 2005.
While Tom did an excellent job in his role as frequency
coordinator, it is time to move forward and find a replacement for this important position. Most provinces and states
have adopted a committee approach to this role as
opposed to having a single person responsible for the job.
The Manitoba Repeater Society with the support of RAC
would like to propose the following idea; namely the formation of a provincial committee that would oversee the coordination and assignment of radio frequencies in the bands
above 28 MHz.
The committee would be loosely based on similar organizations in BC, Ontario and Quebec with a few notable exceptions. All the organizations are membership fee based and
membership is on a representative basis. I.e. larger clubs
appoint more representatives to the local committee. We
trust that you all feel the same way and the last thing we
need in Manitoba is another membership based organization or a committee that can favor one particular group. Our
goal is create a simple structure, free from club politics and
with equal representation from all interested groups and
individuals.
To get the process started, the MRS would like to propose
the following
Form an MARCC (Manitoba Amateur Repeater Coordination Council)

No need for annual meetings, communications could be all
electronic.
A set of by-laws would be established.
MARCC would attempt to find someone to host a website.
If after reviewing the concept, we would be pleased if you
could provide us some feedback or make alternative
suggestions. If the idea seems sound, would it be possible
for your organization to appoint a representative that could
be contacted in order to get this committee off the ground?
We would like to see the new frequency coordinator in
place and functional by early fall of this year.
Please do not hesitate to contact me to discuss this
further.
Sincerely,

Ed Richardson VE4EAR
President, Manitoba Repeater Society
Ve4ear@rac.ca email
204.254.8425
Home telephone
204.986.6002

Work telephone

Manitoba Repeater Society
2005 Project & equipment requirement needs.
Project #
1
1
1
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
8
8
9
9
9
9
9
9

Decscription
Link 3 transceiver VE4MAN

IRLP at VE4WRS
VE4MAN VHF Antenna
Remove old Cabinet at 800'
Antennae shipping
VE4PLP - link to VE4PTG

VE4MIL upgrade
VE4ARM/VE4MTR

VE4NEP

VE4CDN Link to VE4VRG

VE4CDN Link to USA

Equipment
Used GE Exec II UHF
Crystal for above
Misc parts
Misc parts
Sinclair 210-C4 VHF antenna
Labour to install
Labour at same time as above
via VE4DS expedited freight?? :)
Install damaged Palomar controller
Used UHF link radio semi duplex
Crystal for above
Omni or home made beam antenna
6' of Transmission cable & Connectors

Cost
$

$
$
$
$

$
$

Stock
35.00

1,321.45
500.00
100.00
450.00
stock
stock
35.00
stock

Duplexor/Res lock
Turn Existing UHF antenna to VE4ARM
Power supply
Cabinet
Misc parts
Replace 3 UHF antennas with higher gain
Install used rack from stock
Install Palomar controller
Link in Existing VHF repeater
Install 2 used UHF link radios
Install new UHF Res Locks
Install 2 runs of Transmission Cable
Install 2 UHF link antennas from stock
Install 1 power supply
Misc parts
Install Controller
Connect Existing VHF radio
Install 2 used UHF link radios
Install new UHF Res Locks
Install 2 runs of Transmission Cable
Install 2 UHF link antennas from stock
Install 1 power supplies
Insulate & Seal Cabinet
Misc parts
Install UHF link radio to Winkler

N/A

Install run of transmission cable
install UHF beam
Install Power supply
Misc parts
Install UHF link radio to ???
Duplexor/Res lock
Install 2 diplexors (combiner/spliter)
install UHF beam
Install Power supply
Misc parts

? Stock
stock
stock

Total
Transmission cable is an unknown. Some will be able to come from stock
while some will have to be purchased (used)
Misc parts will come fomr stock or purchased as needed.

bottle of rye
stock
stock
$

517.50
Stock
Stock
Stock
Stock
Stock

$

400.00
Stock

$

500.00
stock

$
$

Stock
150.00
100.00

$
120.00
stock
stock
$

4,108.95

